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1. Introduction
With the prevalence of digital interactive consumer and enterprise technology, a larger
focus is being placed on how people interact with their computers. Historically, productivity
hinged solely on one’s ability to complete work, but now an employee’s ability to control their
computer greatly influences how much he or she is able to accomplish in a typical work day.
Both design and engineering professions are seeing a shift in interest toward the end user
experience. With this shift the importance of the interaction design field is becoming increasingly
apparent. The Interaction Design Foundation penned a succinct description of the profession:
“Interaction design is about shaping digital things for people’s use.”1 Bill Verplank, who
originally coined the term interaction design, stated that it was the adaptation of user interface
design to industrial design2, unmistakably highlighting the importance of both the physical and
digital. While most interaction design today focuses on the digital user interface design, physical
world human-computer interaction is arguably the most important consideration when creating a
new product.
Since the development of a graphical user interface for computers, input devices have had
very little growth. Ever since the original graphical user interface (GUI) was first displayed in
1968 by Douglas Englebart3, a computer scientist at the Stanford Research center with backing
from the United States Air Force, the mouse has been the primary form of input. Efforts have
been made to improve upon the mouse, and new devices were invented, but most of those fell by
the wayside as people reverted back to a familiar standard. The only invention that has enjoyed a
prolonged existence is the trackpad due to its inclusion in all laptops. The creation of so many
different input devices demonstrates a need to improve on the existing pointing devices, but there
has yet to be a general consensus on the future mouse replacement.
A wave of new technologies in recent years has brought with it new interactions, and out
of those needs to come new human input devices. This paper will outline from ideation to
creation a new device that combines existing technologies in an effort to change the way
consumers use their computers. It will show how with the combination of touchscreen
technology, gesture recognition, and the Bluetooth LE wireless standard, the project aims to
affect computer interaction. The paper will also discuss how the project communicated with a
central computer to control it, how it was implemented, and the feedback from preliminary
testing.
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2. Background
The original GUI displayed in 1968 was simple; it could only display lines and text, with
the alphabet limited to uppercase letters. It was incredibly rudimentary when compared to
anything that has been created in the past 20 years, but at the time was completely new and
revolutionary. However, the first descriptions of a modern GUI came before Englebart’s demo.
Vannevar Bush wrote a paper in the 1930s (and then revised it in 1945) that described a device
consisting of several touch screen displays, a keyboard, and a scanner3. While all that was a
dream in the 1930s — digital computers had yet to be invented — it is a perfect description of
the computing technology available to consumers today. Tablets are the fastest growing segment
of personal computing technology, and all of them come equipped with touch screen interfaces
for navigation. The recommended minimum system requirements for the Windows 8 operating
system lists a multi-touch screen for a display. While this shows that more and more computers
are moving toward touch screen technology and realizing Bush’s vision, the general consensus is
that touch screens on computers are impractical and generally gimmicky. The upside of touch
screens embedded directly into computers is that consumers are able to directly interact with on
screen content. Much of the reason why the iPad took off in popularity despite it launching with
a high price, few apps, and a stripped down mobile operating system was the experience. It
spawned a new category of devices that few had ever used before. Holding an iPad and getting to
touch the Internet, control apps with one’s fingers, and directly manipulate on screen content in a
way the smaller iPhone screen couldn’t do turned many skeptics into believers. When both the
iPhone and the iPad took off, Apple began to migrate its multi-touch technology from the iPhone
to their laptop line, bringing gesture support to trackpads for more personal experience. Even so,
there is demand for new devices that harness modern technology to revolutionize how consumers
interact with their computers on a daily basis.
When Apple brought the multi-touch technology from their iPhone and iPad lines to their
laptops they also brought new gesture based interactions utilizing as many as four fingers at one
time. Apple has even had success bringing the trackpad platform to the desktop with the launch
of their Magic Trackpad in 2010. They have sold hundreds of thousands units, with roughly half
of new iMac owners opting for the Magic Trackpad as opposed to the Magic Mouse it comes
configured with by default. The Trackpad allows for interactions with desktops that include
swiping, pinching, dragging, and rotating, among others. However, even this does not go far
enough. There are multiple downloadable applications such as MagicPrefs4 and Better Touch
Tool5 that extend the amount of gestures supported by the Trackpad and bring support to other
applications and system functions. Apple’s online store sells sticker overlays with supporting
software to simulate a number pad and calculator. Support has been overwhelming; consumers
love the Magic Trackpad, but they want more.
The Magic Trackpad was a leap of faith when originally introduced; it was unknown how
consumers would react to a standalone unit made for the desktop. Trackpads have been criticized
for being less accurate and slower than a mouse, but the ability for consumers to trigger system
functions with a flick of the wrist quickly gained traction and made the Magic Trackpad
incredibly successful. Even though it was brought to market only 3 years ago, its slim form
factor pushed the limits of technology. In the few years since its launch, however, technology has
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advanced to the point where more can be incorporated into the same package and take the user
experience to new heights.
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3. Proposal
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Figure 1. Magic Launchpad concept

The project has been dubbed the Magic Launchpad, a device named after the built-in OS
X app Launchpad and based off of the existing Magic Trackpad, but incorporating a multitouch
display for customizable onscreen content. The purpose of including a touch screen is twofold.
First, it enables more flexibility, with the device pairing with the computer to show more relevant
and meaningful content. Second, it puts touch functions where they belong: at the user’s
fingertips. The original idea for the Magic Launchpad UI is one composed of several screens,
with the displayed content changing based on what the computer is doing and what the user
wants to do. The default screen can be blank to save energy, or display customized wallpaper,
and is nothing more than a standard trackpad. Beyond that, however, the Magic Launchpad
begins to drastically diverge from the Magic Trackpad. Separate screens can be used to show a
grid of computer app icons for quick launching, and another grid of icons for launching onboard
Magic Launchpad widgets such as a number pad or calculator. With a developer (SDK) similar to
that for iOS6 the possibilities are endless, not just for onboard apps and widgets, but also for
expanding functions and interactions with OS X applications. One other possible screen can take
the OS X Notification Center off the computer screen and put it down below, for easy viewing
and one click access to notification items that need attention. With a strategy like this, the
potential of such a device is limited only to the imagination of developers.
For many years studies have shown that multiple monitors increase productivity7 by
allowing the user to see more content at one time8. There does get to be an extent where that
content can be distracting and decrease productivity, which is why the Magic Launchpad is so
useful: it moves content off screen to not only free up more space, but also to reduce distraction
allowing for a more productive workflow. The human brain takes a significant amount of time to
switch focus and adjust to a new activity. With the Magic Launchpad typical on screen clutter is
reduced, but moved to a convenient location at one’s fingertips.
The original motivation for the Magic Launchpad came after realizing the Launchpad app
would be much easier to use if it was mirrored onto the iPad, with the hand able to quickly and
easily launch programs. Instead, it currently takes a keystroke to open Launchpad, then find the
application, and then a click to actually launch it; it’s a lot of time spent on a task that is done
many times a day. The Magic Launchpad can call up the familiar grid of app icons with the same
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four finger pinch gesture the Magic Trackpad uses, and allow consumers to open applications in
under a second. While users could also physically launch applications by using a touch screen
display, the Magic Launchpad cuts down on time by placing the screen next to the keyboard,
making it a natural extension with quicker access. The distance from keyboard to trackpad is a
fraction of the distance to the screen, and the motion to the right is familiar and natural. Without
affecting usability, the Magic Launchpad would add an incredible amount utility.
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4. Technology
The concept and original design of the Magic Launchpad device was based around a
hardware accessory. However, access to many of the components needed is restricted to
manufacturing companies and getting the necessary parts is not very feasible. Using a micro
controller such as the Arduino or RaspberryPi was considered, but touchscreen accessories are
limited and of such low quality they were quickly ruled out. Instead, Apple’s iOS platform
proved to be a better and more reliable platform for creating a Magic Launchpad proof of
concept. Apple’s iPhone and iPad product lines include the necessary hardware technology, and
Apple publishes an iOS SDK to allow for the creation of custom apps. Utilizing Apple
technology brought the Magic Launchpad to life. The end result was a custom iOS app with a
companion application running on whichever computer the user wished to control. In order to
build both apps, however, a number of frameworks needed to be harnessed. The project made
extensive use of Core Bluetooth and Quartz, and laid the foundation for future expandability
through IOKit and Apple Script.

Figure 2. Core Bluetooth framework structure

4.1 Core Bluetooth
Core Bluetooth9 provided the backbone of both the iOS and Mac apps by utilizing a new
technology known as Bluetooth Low Energy10. Introduced a few years ago Bluetooth LE allows
devices to communicate over short distances with minimal power consumption. While Bluetooth
has been around for many years in devices such as wireless headsets, speakers, keyboards, and
mice, the new low energy implementation operates slightly differently. Rather than having a
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continuously open stream of information, Bluetooth LE intermittently sends packets of data from
the peripheral device to the central device. Furthermore, rather than the central continually
polling the peripheral, the peripheral will push the new data packets to the central device. These
two operational changes are the cornerstone of the Bluetooth LE specification. In order to assist
third-party developers in implementing Bluetooth LE in their apps and accessories, Apple added
Core Bluetooth to their SDK at the same time they released the iPhone 4S, their first Bluetooth
LE equipped device. In order to use Bluetooth, it is necessary to have a properly configured
hardware and software stack. The software for this stack runs at a very low level, and
programming it can be a challenge. Core Bluetooth, however, gives developers a library of
functions to incorporate into an app making programming more straightforward. While Core
Bluetooth functions that run on both the iOS and Mac sides of the application and are built to
communicate together, it is not a trivial task to make everything work properly. Using this
framework, however, provided the basis for reliable, short range data transfer and made the rest
of the application functions possible.

!

4.2 Quartz
Quartz is actually made of several technologies packaged into OS X that are responsible
for the rendering and displaying of graphics content. Most important to this project is that Quartz
is responsible for drawing the on screen content, which includes cursor position. The Magic
Launchpad Mac application made ample use of Quart Display Services11 to adjust the cursor
position on screen, which, when paired with the Quartz Even Services12 allows for mouse clicks
as well. While Core Bluetooth formed the basis for app communication, Quartz and its multiple
libraries formed the basis for computer navigation.
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4.3 IOKit
In contrast to Core Bluetooth, IOKit13 has been around since the beginning of Apple’s
SDK. As the name suggest, the framework allows developers to programmatically control device
I/O and gives them the ability to manage kernel functions without having to worry about intricate
details. The kernel is the piece of the operating system that dictates how all pieces of hardware,
internal and external, interact with each other and with any installed software. It is a small, yet
remarkably powerful and complex part of the operating system. As is to be expected with such
integral program, missteps, whether intentional or accidental, can have catastrophic
consequences. To help prevent issues, Apple developed IOKit giving programmers a set of high
level functions which in turn properly executes the corresponding low level kernel functions.
This implementation introduces another layer of abstraction and therefore another layer of
security. While not currently implemented, IOKit is an important framework and will be able to
expand the capabilities of the Magic Launchpad by providing access to hardware functions that
other pointing devices make use of.

!

4.4 AppleScript
AppleScript14 is a programming language created by Apple, specifically for its Macintosh
operating systems. The language makes use of inter-application communication through
AppleEvents, and is able to automate complex tasks. For this project, the most important aspect
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of AppleScript is its ability to execute AppleEvents. Since AppleScript was developed by Apple
and is built in to the OS X operating system, scripts are able to be run from inside applications.
The Magic Launchpad Mac application can make use of this, and is how it is able to launch other
applications and execute functions with the touch of a button.
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5. Design
From a design perspective the project was fairly straightforward. Following Dieter Rams’
ten principles for good design15 the aim was to create an interface that was as unobtrusive as
possible. Since the functionality of the application resides in the background, there was a
minimal amount of visual elements to consider.
In order to reduce the amount of onscreen clutter on the computer, the Mac application
was relegated to the menubar in the form of what is known as a menulet. When launched it is a
single icon in the right side of the menu bar, next to where the date and time reside. Clicking it
presents a drop down menu with the only 3 options necessary: connect, start, and quit.

Figure 3. The only Mac UI element: the menulet

On the iOS side the application interface has more to deal with in the foreground. The
app is always on whenever it is open, and off whenever a user returns to the iOS springboard, so
the menu needed in the Mac application was unnecessary. Instead, the main view is a simple,
grey rectangle used to track gestures and simultaneously transmit them back to the computer for
interpretation. In the bottom right hand corner is a small plus button, used to flip the main screen
over and reveal the application launcher underneath (it can also be accessed with a 2 finger
double-tap). This type of segue is not ideal, nor is the gesture to get to the app launcher, however
it was by far the easiest to implement so focus could be placed on making the app launcher work
rather than creating a flashy segue.

Figure 4. The Magic Launchpad main screen
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6. Implementation
In order for the project to work successfully from a technical perspective, both the iOS
device and Mac had to communicate seamlessly; the iOS app needed to transfer data to the
computer which, in turn, the computer could manipulate as needed. A first glance at the Apple
documentation makes this look like a relatively simple task:

Figure 5. Simple client-server Bluetooth configuration

A simple communication between server and client, also know as the peripheral and central,
respectively, needs a lot of different parts working together in the background to be successful. A
diagram of the Mac application organization is shown below:

Figure 6. Organization of Magic Launchpad menulet

As the diagram suggests, the four separate technologies work independently of one another, but
are all controlled by a central service. It should be noted, however, that the diagram can be
misleading. While the frameworks are separate and handle processing their respective data
individually, the connecting lines are not one-way data paths as one might assume. Data is
constantly being transferred back and forth from the central service to each framework. The main
Mac application can be thought of as a hub, shuttling data to the right framework, and then
passing on the resulting output to a different framework as necessary.
Since most of the processing and data handling is done on the Mac side, the iOS app is
only responsible for gathering and transferring information. As such, the application organization
looks much simpler:

!
!
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Figure 7. Organization of Magic Launchpad iOS app

The one difference between the two sides, central and peripheral, is that the peripheral is
responsible for broadcasting the fact it has data, technically known as advertising its services. In
order for the central device to find these services, the peripheral must first build a service tree.
This tree, as shown below, can consist of many services with multiple characteristics each.

Figure 8. Core Bluetooth service tree
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Initially, the Magic Launchpad only has one service providing information on mouse position
and mouse clicks. As the app expands more services will need to be added to handle additional
functionality such as application launching. The way the service tree is built programmatically,
though, will make adding more services and characteristics fairly easy in the future; the biggest
issue is setting up the tree initially, adding more services requires fewer lines of code.

Figure 9. Setting up the Magic Launchpad service tree

Correctly configuring Core Bluetooth was by far the biggest challenge in creating the
Magic Launchpad application. Getting the two devices to successfully communicate and transfer
data was quite time consuming, but once done, the rest was simpler to implement. The
pseudocode for both the Mac and iOS apps illustrate why it was so critical to get Core Bluetooth
working before other features were implemented.
CONNECT BUTTON PRESSED!
!
INITIALIZE BLUETOOTH CENTRAL MANAGER!

!
!

CENTRAL MANAGER INITIALIZED!
!
SCAN FOR AVAILABLE PERIPHERALS!
IF ACCEPTABLE PERIPHERAL IS DISCOVERED!
!
CONNECT TO PERIPHERAL!
!
DISCOVER PERIPHERAL SERVICES!

!

IF DATA IS RECEIVED!
!
IF MOUSE CURSOR POSITION DATA!
!
! !
MOVE MOUSE TO POSITION!
!
IF CLICK DATA!
!
! !
CREATE MOUSE CLICK EVENT!

!

QUIT BUTTON PRESSED!
!
DISCONNECT PERIPHERAL DEVICES!
!
TERMINATE APPLICATION

Figure 10. Mac application pseudo code
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APP LAUNCHED!
!
INITIALIZE BLUETOOTH PERIPHERAL MANAGER!

!
!

PERIPHERAL MANAGER INITIALIZED!
!
BEGIN ADVERTISING SERVICES!
IF CENTRAL CONNECTS!
!
IF TOUCH DETECTED!
!
! !
SEND MOUSE POSITION DATA!
!
IF TAP DETECTED!
!
! !
SEND MOUSE CLICK DATA

Figure 11. iOS app pseudo code

The other major task the iOS app is responsible for is tracking touches and gestures while
simultaneously sending them to the central. Each screen in an iOS app is managed by a view
controller, and in order to track touches, each view controller had a gesture recognizer16 bound to
it. The gesture recognizers respond to very specific touch patterns, so multiple were bound to
each view in order to handle the different gestures that might occur. Figure 12 below illustrates
how a gesture recognizer is bound to a view and in turn passes information on to the view
controller. Coupled with the pseudo code in figure 11, one can see how the iOS side operates by
first pairing with the Mac, then monitoring for touch data and sending that data on to the
computer. The data itself is converted to a string, since Core Bluetooth only supports sending
certain data types, then once on the computer the application converts it from a string back into
the appropriate type to process.

Figure 12. View - Gesture Recognizer - View Controller feedback loop
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Figure 13. Different types of gesture recognizers and their uses

The implementation chosen does present drawbacks. Needing two applications running
simultaneously is clearly a limitation, however, more research may yield a solution to this issue.
The second limitation of using Core Bluetooth is that it will only work between Apple devices,
and furthermore only recent devices since Bluetooth LE is so new. While the goal of this project
is to create a new interface that will work with all major platforms, the design chosen will
ultimately limit the amount of devices Magic Launchpad will work with. However, for testing,
validation, and proof-of-concept purposes, the fact that it will initially only work with Apple
products is not an issue. The major benefit of it only being able to run on Apple hardware is that
it can be optimized for each device it is running on. The Magic Launchpad provides a positive
environmental impact as well by using existing devices rather than requiring mass production of
new hardware. The last benefit of implementing it as an app is that functionality will be easy to
expand in the future simply by adding new Bluetooth services. As mentioned previously, the
biggest challenge was getting the two devices to communicate and initialize the service tree,
since that is already done extension and expansion will be fairly painless. It will require
modification of code on both platforms, the iOS side to send new data types, and the Mac side to
correctly handle those data types, but that requires a much smaller amount of work than was
necessary to get the app up and running.
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7. Analysis
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Usability studies revolve around a principle known as Fitts's Law17. Proposed by Paul
Fitts in 1954, it predicts that the time required to rapidly move to a target area is a function of the
distance to the target and the size of the target itself. This model has been used to analyze
pointing, either in the physical world, or more commonly, on digital elements. In practice,
measured data has a straight line fit to the graph of Fitts's Law with a correlation coefficient of
0.95 or higher, making the mathematical model an incredibly accurate representation. Without
having equipment able to measure reaction time in milliseconds or a substantially large data set,
however, it is impossible to obtain quantitative data with statistical significance. Instead, analysis
was subjective, done by using volunteers to determine if the controller makes a difference in
interacting with a computer. The test involved different types of input devices for users to test,
along with different tasks to perform on each. Some of these tasks were the same to directly
compare the devices, while others were input device specific. In order to minimize the effects of
muscle memory, task order was shuffled so that the user was unable to predict, react, and
therefore complete tasks faster on later devices.
Testing feedback on the application was mostly positive. The most frequent comment was
regarding how the device implements tracking and cursor movement. Standard trackpads use
relative positioning, meaning that the computer ignores the exact XY position of a finger on the
trackpad, and instead looks at the direction in which the finger is moving in order update cursor
position. The Magic Launchpad implementation, however, uses absolute positioning, which
means that a finger press in the top left corner of the trackpad will immediately place the cursor
into the top left corner of the computer screen, regardless of where the cursor was located
previous to said finger press. Absolute positioning makes moving large distances faster, however,
almost all input devices are based on relative positioning so it does take some time to adjust.
Going into the tests it was assumed the absolute positioning would give an advantage to the
Magic Launchpad application. In reality, however, performance between the Magic Launchpad
and a standard trackpad was negligible when evaluating point and click operations. Users were
able to get the cursor close to the target instantly, but it took more time to land directly on the
target resulting in similar performance between the Magic Launchpad and the built in laptop
trackpad. Overall, volunteers still chose the mouse as their go-to pointing device, however the
promise of the Magic Launchpad was appealing and they would be interested in revisiting it
when it is more polished.
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8. Societal Impacts
The Magic Launchpad has the potential to make a large impact, and not just from an
interaction standpoint. Businesses are always striving for efficiency and productivity. As
discussed earlier, the ramifications of second screens have been studied, and even the small
amount of space the Magic Launchpad contributes would make a big difference. Furthermore,
customizable software and the core of the project allows users to create their own optimal setup.
Not everything is a one-size-fits-all solution, and when it comes to usability, preferences vary
greatly. Along with being able to customize it for personal preferences, it would also allow
customization for those with special needs. Accessibility needs are a major area of concentration
for all types of software, but hardware has yet to follow suit. For those who struggle with motor
skills, the typical mouse and keyboard setup can present problems. Having a solution that can be
customized to the needs of its users — be it employees looking for an optimal work solution, or
ordinary consumers with accessibility issues — is needed in the marketplace and will have a
large impact on computer interactions.
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9. Related Work
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For the most part, the Magic Launchpad is a unique device. However, gaming company
Razer recently introduced their SwitchBlade interface18. Known for creating gaming keyboards
and mice, the SwitchBlade interface is a touchscreen controller built into they keyboard. This is a
similar concept to the Magic Launchpad as they both have small touch screens at finger's length.
The two differ, however, in their purpose. The SwitchBlade is designed to have a flexible and
customizable interface bringing various hotkey functions to games. On top of that, the
SwitchBlade UI is only made to work with Windows, while the Magic Launchpad is aimed at
Mac users. The Magic Launchpad, aims to be a standalone peripheral combining a pointing
device, application launcher, and app platform. Beyond the SwitchBlade, however, there are no
others product that provides similar capabilities as the Magic Launchpad, or one that uses a
touchscreen as an external controller.
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10. Conclusion
As with any business venture and new product, time is always a major issue. With only
two quarters of senior project and a summer in between, there is not enough time to produce
fully polished, professional level product. While it gives ample time to design and create a
rudimentary Magic Launchpad app, there is plenty that could be done with more time. One of the
biggest issues with the app as it stands now is the lag between swiping on the iOS screen and the
cursor moving on the computer screen. In order to reduce this lag, more research needs to be
conducted on utilizing multiple threads simultaneously. Currently, tracking touches and gestures,
converting them into the correct data type for sending, and then transmitting them over bluetooth
is all handled by the main thread, meaning each action is executed one at a time and nothing
happens consecutively. iPhone and iPad processors are remarkably fast, but utilizing concurrency
and multithreading will increase performance. Beyond that there are plenty more features that
can be built in by harnessing the power and flexibility of IOKit and AppleScript. With further
time and development the Magic Launchpad can evolve into a polished and fully featured
application.
Overall the Magic Launchpad was a successful project and proved there is room for
human interface devices to grow and evolve. The Magic Launchpad, in either software or
hardware form, might not reach large scale popularity, but its warm reception is encouraging and
certainly warrants further development.
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